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Rural mig_rat.i.on tterns in 77o3.'vP'r. Some obseivations concerning
recent trends 2,eryl 1Ticholson,

12, La-FonderGarder.s,
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.,s in Lan:: ohr E...:]VanCed nations, a so-caUed
arood, -chat is canjc fro.: net (2:..t-:,[2i-_2--ration fros rural ara
to net -Ln-a3-igrin, noticed 'in Nors..ay fro: al:out -1:-;7i, 14That

ks that char e is in
fa° t s -.e in f.

ens for so::e

:::1,-:ration statistics.
:1-1ation :-,attr_rns. it jSt one rLifet:

of a hind not necessiri7
to suggest so::e of ,a) a."

;..-hr_ T. the chan:.5.;, i.n

far-reaching
r.r=d t; l'or;1 and

--er, of _23 ianicrcan g1 tç97O
JO.In 7,.(.--ir;:ay, at indeed in the 17ordic cctric:-3 in. general, the

deree of uranicion has ',-,-insi,Stently be _n o..er than in. nest
other 1,arts.of is a larger -,_.roDortion of the
non-urbanise'] ,.?o,.-,ulation lives dis;tirsod, o,;,tside -7111es, than. in ,

.(4).1:any oth'.:r countries. A in ,

continued to increase 'Anti? at least 1DL-3C, it an only at the 1(,)30

census that a decline first beoace r_-,.ppbrent. .ilnot::-,er trend which
apl-cared at about the sane att-
ention, was the oarhed incr,Lasc o:er tn.e 1-)revioL.3 rkoadc, of 1.V.rie

number of uorban$ Ilacco in thr soalThst sine category, that i;
(7,3 a population of 200 to "1.29; the emcrif,;nce of illages or.

4such a scale ..;;_1.3 sor.lethin,-..; new in Norway.0
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I:any of' these a2c3 verc- sit.aated ih rural areas in N4hich thr,

dispersed population ;;as
= re.sult. p the to pop-0.1. -.

ation' of t:cc.- rural ,dhich they were located recain,zd
stable, all tat had occurred %-;Ds a net redistribution of

was :laced on this observation, and is

little other evidence, Was_ that a local concentration of poii,;,7-
st4,,on takf:ng --dere Eovir.E; fro;; areas
7.0

1

n re,.;i01- Circles was y tcf :ea upon aS
cable in a nv,.r.bell eL'1,-.3 :or ti:Te 7...h-re had beer.
2f. at

7, -

ci.zration -

Ez.. :1 fLE fro -

op_cr-: - Ha weloor:cd for -,:he potential
se...:..ed 'Co c,:.:7(,r f recd : :s nom, this The-l'e
f.dere tc f,r-,-2iEd a fivan :a-;es: no I on ger' 1.ciou1d i be ncdeotary
for the dw.11,_,2 t.c. to a 7,nd :34Cr,

7:" 1.. end the be:efits o codern 3 O The L;51-'0 4th

.:..ndpror:ot-fo:., lo ,a1 wnuld, was
reUai: yet to ta::c

"'ar".,an" 0-2paticn:3 and
Etc: a:Je-riate. r,n2e of

u! ,1d "4.; 7t
ve th;.. co-. -es Arc; corr.. .j.s, orc iihel r.

.to -.3i_ode:37)fil a
;_,seater transition

.
Per tine during th.,, 1;i:0'2 a centre 1,01:21.:..,- was pursued,
J

c fAr--ices wer,, still beinc, ad-:oc:-).tc,d at
the t,e ,;innin,-, of' the 1.1.7':)'!--] ti-ie only -a lternatl-ie t-o (3;,po-pulo. Lion
In sou,r, ru

; .,)$ ; nr,13 (
73), , Tht. 70 oc,ns-ds ',Jhowed further decline in the,
overall size of the dispersed rurb,1

this..1,;as cost
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marked in areas %hich were not within courmuting distance of tows.
The centralisation policy aPpeared to be vindicated,

Tho begin.ning if a, new treed?

However, a number of changes became apparent from about 1970

onwards, and these were seized upon by the energetic critics of the

centralisation ideology in particult.r as' ellowingothat alternatives
. .

were possible, and desired. One su3h chane was.theireversal (in

1973) of the longstanding trend of. net out-migration from ITorth

7oray (S S=1 175i,:.41) , a movement which had been seen as part

4of the concentration at the notional _evel. Th is proved to be

short- lived, but it does appear that rural population levels have

stabilised in that region after a period of considerable decline

(Brox, Larsen w Pedersen, 180, pp.246-2471 251.

In the country as whole, in the mid-1960's rural communes

(which include villages) had .a net migration loss of 5-7 000 per

year (gross out-migration: ;a.s about 70 ,000 per year) (837.i, 1908a,

p.29). ,By,the.lafa' 1970's, this had changed, to a situation in

which the nearest equivalent, the agricultural and fishing communes

(the classification system.de no longer the same) had a net migr-

ation gain averaging about 3 00 per year, &Oss in- nigratibn being

about 35 090 (SS..-8, 1977d, ri.80-81; 1.978a, 1):),78-79; 1979a, pp.

78-79!,, 1930a, PP.78-79.4 slight reversal of urbanisation and

fJ centralisation at the national level ;kis also noticeable from the

mid 1970's onwards, in that the city of Oslo and its immediate

surroandins began to shewa net loss of migrants to the rest of,

tiie country (Moen, Reiss Strand, 1979, pp,28ff.).

Thas'aparent reversal of trends has been interpreted as an indic-,

ation.of a change of values, or rather of people acting according
3)

to values fkley already held and resisting pressures to becocie

5
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urbanised. However, like the carlier-aasumpiO.ons about the pattern

of movements which led to centralisation, this conclusion has been

drawn oic...the evidence of n' et mo4ment and net population chanL;e.6
This i3 inadequate, as one can only explain movement oy considering
the actual moves themselves, and this is what 1 propose to do.

Pllttingturnaround in oersmective

Tr) start with it is important to get the apparent reversal of

migration trends in propAtiort. The net losses and gains to rural,

or agricultural, areas already cited are equal to only about 10%

of the respective gross out- and in-movements. We are not, there-

fore, dealing with a dramatic turnaround of total Claws, 'Ath a
slight increase or decrease in the number of people.moving in one

direction relative to the other. Total mobility , though it has.
5)declined sligLtly in the latter ;art of the 1 :.'70\ls (to in 197b)

is still at the came level ac in 1-2-..emid-1D63's in 19) (335,
p.2), ,when it was4.1-her than at any tice since records hood

been ke:t.

:t is also necessary to bec,r in 4.ind that the decline in mobility
has not,been clually greet in all areas, The decline in movement in
and out of the Oslo area has been Qbserved (:,:oen et al., 1:47Q,

P*32;!ould appear.to be characteristic of major urban areas in
general, These areas showed an .above average decline in movement

between' 1973 and 1979, as did less centra industrial, mixed ind-
us'trial and agricultural, anJ fishing communes. A below average

declineiitts experienced by central agricultural and industrial,'

agricultural, central indastrial and "oiher" com:anes, which scans
that there J1.11 be quite a 2-1_Imber ire caqh of these categories in
which icve]s of mobility have been'conatant or have even increased,

6)
contrary to the national .treru . All the'ce trends are found among
the rural communes which be used,tis example in this paper.

tL;
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r4le next thins it is elecesory to keep absolutely clear 'hen con-

sidorins trends in total movement is that in high proportion of

cases, we are not concerned with simple one-way movemats of, for

example, col.:ntry people moving to take uAermanent" recidei:ce in

the town, or tov,n people taking w1/4"f,ermanent" residence in the

-7)country. These stereot71;es are false and misleadins . As often

as not the 'isin,:la" move counted ir) mi'sation atatistiss,is ,just
, 1,4%.,one of a serio:; of moves maso by the same indivival in lifetie.

In the thW: lifetime the person occul,ies difforent roles

and positions. Sometites moving from ne to the next invclvd

a '_,ve a new 1-)cation, or stati',n (Hderstrand, 107:2,

shich mijht be occupi-d fsr4many year:, or for a brief phase.

NO fis-ures 7.re availab4 for :crway to shovi by how many the number

of coves in a given' perLor:, exceeds the rci.tber of persons *,-,ho rove,

but in Sweden the exc,ess o:er a, f4.ve year perird is bet7,eer 4,5%

and 50 hwird,19571 p.I.D;. SOU 1974: 2, 1).108),

What.this means at the level of Inc, locality is that the disl-;laCe-

ment of,pcpulation biis nowhere near as great EiG the ha; concecition

of movezent as a si,3ple the-;oaf process suggests. It also implies

that a prOperti= of,the residents of an area at any *one time gill
be recent arrivals :rho will leave again.'

In a raral commune I have studied in-North Noniay (SkjervXy, vdth
1

-about 5 060 inhabitants)1.the number of registered moves out of the

Commune from 1061 to 1970 (2327) vias more thr_:n di2ublo the number of

people present at the 1960 cen us who wcre resident elsewherWat

the next `one in 1970 (1099) ; f6)r in-migrants the retio is three to

one (1520 :432) (calculated from mit- ration statistics for the years

1961-197C. SST, 1964b; 196; 1957; 1938c; 1(J7Q; 19;2/1b; 1972b;

1077a, p,:,1). 'A portion of the exe4s3 noverient is due to return
8)

movement of out-migrants , About 10% of out-migrants return, and
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they account for 35 of in-migration (Nicholson, 1971, pp,103-104;
01_

975, p.230), However, quite a considerable part of tf-1(,. total

movement vould appear to be due to turnove:q of pectic who cope from

other districts then leave agaig later, As a component of ni;r-

ation this group ha; been largely ignored, and therefore its sig-
,

nificancc for the localities in which ititemporarily resTdes has

never'received adequate attention. I 4culd suggest., hoy41?,Ne1 , that

it offers a key to the urderstan;:ing both, of more.recent trends in,'

migration, and to some of the socLal changes to thich they have

given rise.

i'
Mi'iirant turnover ,

9)

During a period of acme thi,ee and a half years in the early
10) .

1960's, non-natives. accounted for almost 65% of in-migrants to

Sizjerv0 and about 4b% Of oilt-migrants, In absolute terms there is

aft approximate balance between in-.and out-movement, Zhis would -*

suggest that few of these migrants settle in the commune for any

length of time. Even allowing for the back. and fofth moves of ,

natives of the commune, this is 4fuLte plausible it the light' of

the comparison-10f registration and census data; available birth.;

place data adds further support to the interpretation, Only 19.6

14 the resident population in 1946 had been born elsewhere (SSE,
11)

1951, p.313) By 1965 thc -proportion was still only 20,27Pop-

ulation Register, Skjerv0y) , but J,8% had arrived since 1946, inn-
.

icatinL; that many of those resident in 1946 had left again (though

some would also have died),

Such evidence az exists .for other communes and oder parts of the

ccuntry in the early 1960's suggests that SkjervieSy was not untypical,

indeed turnover appears to lave been still, higher in 'other rural

areas. For example in 1961-1963 in Lyngdal in South Norway, it

was found that 717 of family headtg. and independent Migrants who'
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moved in and' 56% of those` who moved out were non-natives,, A,s these

. had on average more dependOnts than natives who. mood, the propor-

tions of all migrant who were non-natives are likely to he still,

higher-(Hertzberg, 1969, pp.86,88), '14ngdal has also a hiher

proportion of none- natives in its population than SkjorviSy, 31,876 in

194e (SSB, 1951, p,305) and 38,5% in /960 (SSB, 19()4c, ,145),

The smallness of the increase might indicate that the higher propor-:

tion of non -natives, compared vith Skjem* reflected a greater.

numbe of transi'ints in the population. The net baaA of non-natives

between /961 and 1963 equalled about one sixth of the gross

in-movernent. I

Direct compaisons cannot as yet be made with more recent data,

there is, however, evidence that .tarnover continues to be-an imp-4

,ortant component of miLjration. In a nationhl survey_of migrants in

1972, it\was fcuna that 56% of moves *re onward, or progr'essivel

dbves (Reisz, 1976, 1470), that is they wore made by people .who had

moved previously and were roving on to a commune in which they- had

never been resident. In some cases these might have been further

outward moves of returned migrants, but they account for only'23%

of migrants eisz, 1cc. cit,), only a small proportion make further

Moves (less than 25%,,Nichrason, 1971, ppm106-107), and some of those

are to fomer places of residence (Nicholson, unpublished), and

would be included in the 124 who ,Mere repeating migrants (tilbake-

vender°. Reisz, loci cit.). Ono can therefore conclude that the

largest single group of movers (possibly 40% or bore of the tqtal)

are those who are contributing to migrant turnover' (not counting
the( due to return migration), The remaining 9% were first ,tine

movers.

At the lobal level, the age and sex structure of'inl, and .out-.

migrants continues to show as romarkable,(sirAviarity in the 1970'o
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jaee e.g. SSB, 1971a, 101462-37; 1979c,11,44-50; 1.979a,p45-61), Ps it

did in, the 1960's ('Migration notifications, Skjerv/y, Nerdreisa,

4Kvaanangen 1962-mid 1955). It is, lso in the age composition that

one fiRds evidence for the assertion ,that thd trends which have "

gi'ven rise to the so--called turnaround in the 1970's were not new.

It is still the case that there is a net loss in the 20-24 age group,

the one in which mobility is

ally change which has 'taken
t '

of overall mobility'in this

highest, just as in the 196°'s. The

place in the 1970's is a slighl lowering .

age group, with a corresponding reduc-

tion in net loss to a still'smaller proccrtion of gross movement.

Net gain.vis experienced chiefly by just three age groups, 25-29,
13)

30 -34 and their children, 0 -15. But this is not a new develop-

tent, the same kind of pattern was already apparent, if on a stmller

scale, in' the_1960's= even in declining coMmunes such as k nangen,

aTjticent to Skjerv$y (MigratiOn notifications, Kvaenangen; 1962-

1955). Here too there is quite considerable turnover. By 1979 net

gain to rural commun was'equai to only about 15% of the gross in--

movement in the 26-29 age group, for the other two age groups it

was a.bere 20% (SSB, 1974b, pp.62-63; 1980a, pp,78-79). This letter

figure hardly inQreased during the 970's, as out-migration, from

rural areas would now appear to be increasing in the 3G-39 age group,.

(ibid.). This observation must strengthem the argument that recent

rural,"populatIon gains are related to migration turnover, and not ,

just to ip-migration alone.

A further factor one needs to consider, in any attempt to explain
current rural population trends is 'la growth of villages, which are
included in rural areas,valen these are defined on the basis of comm
ups. units. Contrary to widespread.belief (see above p.2), growth
of villages ,,in the pos't-war period hAs been due at'least-as muoh to
in-movement from other areas as to, purely local movement within
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communqs. The experience of_ the villages in Skjery s neighbouring

\cc:Immune, Yordreisal suggests that it mig it even be the most important
.

factor in growth. In the main village of Skjerv/y;, the reverse was

the case, local moIem6nt accounted forx46,4% of the net growth

between 1946-and 1966, but almost half of this was due to very .

14) ..
.exceptional circumstances of a kind which only occurred in a few

well publicised places. In-movement from outside tho commune (net)

equals 38.7% of the inarease, lit:at is noticeable in all the villages

it was possible to study, however, is that the not oft- migration of,

datives was generally even higher tram net in-agration of people
15)

from elsewhere , WIT4Eit is core, the scale of net loss of natives was

no less than that experienced in the rest of the respective communes.

The difference etwege the Atllages and the rest is that it was only

in the villages t in-migration from *elsewhere came close to comp-

ensating for the of native out-migrants, but 4en in the rural

areas the not gain of non-natives compensated for almost one third
, \,

of the net loss of natives. It is, hcwover, necessary at this point
to reel:Thesis°
that these are just net figures, for the proportion of in-Migrants

LtIL;k tkrt,t

from elseullereAis far greater than the proportion of the native

migrants who return (Migration notifications, Skjerv0y, 1962-195a).
6

Thus the turnover associated with migration gain is, in this
,

case at

least,1;roportionally.greator than that associated -with migration loss.

In terms of the numerical 'relationship between in- and out-covement,

the balanpobetween.gains and losses, one miht say -that villages in

the early 1960ts Appeared t() be ,very close to the situation which

was to become characteristic of rural 9reas as a whole by the 1970ts.

It is likely there arc still further similarities. While data on

the origins of migrants in the 1170(a are not ayailabl:, it

likely that in-Migrants to rural c9 cm unes in the age groups in which
If

there is net gain are preponderantly outsiders. Return'aigration is
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most common among young out-migrants, therefore .it occurs at relat-

ively young ages (Nich()lson, unpublished),. It would therefore seem

to be a promising line of enquirf to seek explanations for rural

Migration trends in the 197.01s in tk hinds of changes uhich were

taking place at the time when villar;es grew most markedly, namely

so-called "structural rationalisation".

2hanaeain economic and occu,)ational -structure

"Structural Qationalisation" is the tom used to refer to the

frOeing of manpower from spetors of(;--! ,,,I.ccnomy with low productivity

(ssentially the primary sector) by t'AilonaliAtion, and its transfer

to other sectors, mnufacturing, and to a growing extent, theser-
, 16)

vice sector. Thus between 1960 and 1970 the primary sector dec-.

lined frog 19. ;to 11.6% of the c',;
-

anCi the tertiary sector.increased

ponding figures for t. he secondary

(thpse whc re,:rted nc occa ,anon'

the economically acti":(2 pf::ulction
18) --.

period

cupationally acIive population,

from -1-3,65.; to 50.8,;; the corres-
, 17),

sector arc,36.V1 and 37,35

made up the emainde*. Overall

increased by,4% over the same

To quite a c nsiderable deE;rec the change has come about tla the

disalIpearaice, or falling out of use, of employment niCpils in the

contrcting sectors, and the occupNtion by new recruits into the 0

labour market of the additinal jo s hick have come into being in

the expanding sectors,. Table 1 shows three 61 the ,sectors which have

been most affected by,this process, tine the one majch, sector. which

has shown least change, over `the manufactid'in. Uot only has

this sect(4r chandlittle in size in the decade, but the pattern'

of in-'and out-movement apl,roximatos to the averao for the labour

force as a whole.
\ f

Some caution should be exercised in interpreting; the table, in

a
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Table 14 'Movement in or "oat off' ise1-ectAlw.tors of industry between

v
,

- 1960 and'1970 as )g.of,totar_emp oyed in 1970.. Ration,
/ ...

-1s, -

,

. . Agriculture Fishing it, Services ! Manufaqttr:-
, Sc forestry.. whaling ' ing

4,

Out' In
I

Out in Outm. In Out in

-Left/entered \ . , 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970 1960 1970
lateollikforee : % ' 74 .% % ;4= % $4 74

Retired2)/Entrants3) 36,6 "11,9 38 1 19.5 9,6 '33,4 13;6 -24:5
'Housewives 4) . 0.6 14,9 0.1 0,3 1

.

8,2 12,4 5,4 5.0
.1 Q.3 0.3 0,4 0,2
,G 6,Z 2.9 9.0 1.9

16.5 6..3 19.6, 15.7 21.4

Other 5) 0,7 0,2 0.9
Absent 1970/19607) 17.9 0,4 '20,4

. 1,eft/Intered sector 36.3 10,7. '76,3

Total left/entered 42,1 38.1 135
Same sector 1960/1970 t1.9 '61.9 6

.

36,9 30,7 6g.6 441 52.7
63 1 31.4 31,4 47.3 4;7.3Total 1960/1179.- 15440 100.0 198, 1000 62,1 100.0' 91,4 100,0

rs 4in sector 1970A=-n) 0.42,606) (27,413) (209,824) (416,103)

1 Exeludinetransport and Trade.
2 Includes recipients of disability pensions, etc.N,,4.
-3 -Classified as depentlent in 196494,
4 Some .of tho.in-movement.of houfZnives will be due to the change

in definition petween censuses, This af4eCts agriculture in
particulsr,a services, therefore employment in these,sectors
in 1960 is derestimated. Zee note 18.

5) 1960: Dependent (e.g, while in- education) in 1970. 19 70: recip-
ients off, disability pensions etc. in 1960.

6) t960: Died dr emigrated by 1970, 1970: absent abroad in 1960,
or among the records not match d Of located in the 1960 material
(max. 0,9% of the total)4see B gl4en, 1977, p..161).

Sovrees: Kaldager 1977, pp. a-4 BS13, 464a, p:40; 1976b, p.;37,

that classification is by the occupation which is the major source

of income, Secondavy occupations which are quite common in the

primary sector, are not included, This that a degree ofun-

certainty must attach to the reported level of movement between
A

sectors in particular. What is- important is the differdnce the table

reveals betwel the sectors' in the relative size of rearuitment to

(Entrants) and departure from the-labouP force (Retired and Absent

1970, combined),

generation ifs en

or, it is this thielh shows clearly how the new

'trig newly created niches, while those the older

generation leaves either fall into disuse, or are no longer regarded.

as viable niehes. =A corollary of this is that abandonment of 'farm

4holdings, which in recent decades has been considerable, has taken

13'.

4



plage wlien a letiring
. , 1

result of ChBrige of
N, 19)

0.114-115)

12 -

holder has no suc,cessorl.rather,than as a

occupation out of agriculture (NUJ 1974: 26;

Within,the.sectOP which.hAs played a major role in strvetural-

rationalisation, the service sector, four areas in particular can be

distinguished as having experienced a rapid sate. of the1

arc shown in Table 2,

Table 2, Friploynent in public adcrinistration education, healthand trade 1932-1977 (000!s employed.
1952 , , 1,63 1970 1975 1977

Public administration
75,3 85 89Education 29,0 /..,2,3 73,1 120Health services 2) 29.0 38,6 60,4 08 123Trade'3)

1 106,5 134,2 175i-8 238 27,1

1) Note that these figures ore-based-on a sample survey and arenot comparpble with those of previous years which derive froma complete count. ihay indicate only the direction of thetrend, not the precig6 magnitude of change (SS, 1978b, p.71,1978, pp.10;--11),
2) 1970 and earlierr excludes self-employed parsons (appra. 3 000in 1960,, SSB, 1964a, p.232).
3)
-

1970 and earlier,,e)icludes solf-eniployed persons (approx, 20 000in 1960, 33B, 1964a, p,233).

.Sources: STLy 1978b, p.80; 1978cy 63.

if
More important.fer the present pur ese arc tho changes in the °cc-

,

upational strudeure which have. acct d this devolopm4nt, In
. particular, the rise in the numbers,engagedln.technical

and prrofess-
.ional occupations Qan justifiably be .described,as dramat c,, There.

was an increase of 75.9% between 1960 and 1970 (SSB, 19 4a, p.41;

tot 1975bapp.259-261), and the growth in the following de.cade appears
be of a similar order (SSB, 196:0c, p.22). That this increase

has come from new recruitment rather than transfer from other 0007-
_.

upationeis shown by the age structute of this oc ational group.
In 1972 a particularly Xigh proportion was. aged b tpeen 25 and 29,,.

19.8% as compared with 12.55 of the total labour force (SSB, 1973,
_ p,32), Five years later the pea% "Voss marked (though still high),

.0
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but the increase in numbers was bj then having an effect on the

30-1P age -group (which eannotbe disaggregated fUrther), and by 1979

still more so (OSB, 197fic, p.66; 1980e, p.77). Thus do.ring the

-1970 `s e'particularly high proportion of this occupational volp has

been in tlErelatively mobile early carear stagem.and at mobile ages.

Other new niches creaked in the sam areas of the service sector,4

though leas'obvious,kan'%3till be discerned' in the occupational.

statistics. For so,xample, though employment in service occupations
4,

as a whole,decAned b9tween 1960 and 1970, the occupational group

clearers, doormen and.-porters dcub)e-] in size over the same period;

due largely to the sate sectoral gro-,;th gave ripe to the incr-

ease in scctcral jobS; 4.0% of this group was accounted for by the

health and educatiLn sectors in 1970 (3s2; 196.1-a, p.237; 1975b,

p.270). The size of this group has continued o increase during the

1970ls, though unlike the -high status tertiary employment, appar-

ently at a slower rate (3243, 1980c, p.72). Apart from their role

as a provider of jobs for older sections of-the labour force (the

proportion aged 30-59 in service occupations is consistently above

the avorage),. in service occupations as a whole, and also in tract

occupationsva slowly growing proportion of the 'workforce is aged

under 20. Those occupational groups combined employ more of this

age group, generally young people with little or no training, than

any other (c.c. 33B, 1073, p.32; 1980c, p.77)

Structural rationalisation and the rural or')ortunity structure
N..

The changes which have taen place in the occupational structAre

have made po8sible an increasing amount of inter-genorttional social

LoN.lity (at ienst'among*men, the position .among women is not known).

The Apr
1r

eominanc'u of upward movement has increased over tine, and

to an ,increasing extent has been aVt.ributable to struc/ural factoi,s

(Rogoff.Rams/y, 4977, p.109). The scale used was one measuring socio-
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econaMic status) . There had also take:. place an increasing conc-

entration of higher status employment to he more urbanised corm-
ones (those with a popu3ation of 1C 000 cr morel) and to the.south-

east.qi the country p0103), This development co7ered most

cf the. post-war Ideriod, at least till the 19601s wllen the youngest
.

., . 0
men in the study which provided thve findings began their working

.

lives; the oldest respondents in the
N.,

survey were, twenty ;rears older,
4.

6A compari6on'tf the percenta0a-elallge in the main occupational

grolaps between1960 and 1970 in the riatio.1 as a. Whole with that in a'

number of rural comunes in yorth and outh 7orwcly (seven in all)

bears out these findinL, It shows thf.,,k., with just one exception,
1

the increase in the f es t' growing:oeopational group, technical

and professiohal cccu1,w5i_ns, was only about half the national .(3.913, 1964a, : :.41, 65, pl 95; 1275b, pp.25-271; v.riblishcd)average:. This slo%, growth 'mould seem to reflect the pre-rrai ing

ceptrzllisation ethos of the time, cs-z.eeialy in the .pulaic sector.

Yet even if the rural areas' share_of these employment'opportun-
,

ities declin4a,d, in absolute terms there was still an increase. ForN\
one thiffe, a major schs:,1 reform inereased the number of teachers,

especially well-qualified ones, reiluired in all areas (Lrox, 19801
0

I'urthormoro, in two other ckccupational groups the gap bet-

ween countryside and towns (admitesdly a vide one) was narrcA;Ied in

the 1960's. Employment in administration (except in the southern

communes which' had adderL;one amaIgAations) and in office, work had

increased far more than in the nation as a whole. As a.constquence

of these changes, together with the decline in employment in the

primary sector, the,compositi,,n )f occupational niches in each rural

commune titt the beginning of the 1970's hadchanged quite considerablyk

compared with the situationat the beginning of the previous decade.

Trends in .the 191?'s are as yet difficult to assess. A slight
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.changit of emphasis; though barely more, than that, could bo detected,

in government thinking 61.1-.] policy on public investment from the.ber.-

inning of thd ,decado. Instead of a r,oncentraticn of service prov-
,

isicn (and thus employment) to the slightly larger central places ac

in the 196ds (e.g.v5t.meld. nr.29 (1,i63-64), p.9, there vas to he.

a decentralisation' to central places in rural areas (3t,mel9. nr.27

(1971-72), p.74; St.meld, nr.13. essent-

ially amcuntcd tc he same thing, f,-,r the necessity of lc,cai centr-

alisation was still sisted uptn. :t v,as not- until 1077 that the
4

mainteance of a dcaentralised settlement structurc -.as specifically

mentioned as an o :ectie (2t.meld. nr.25 (1:-'77-7), 1.

4S,Eisehore the term "structural sta'Llisation" instead of rational-,

isation has boon applie'] t_ dgvelopments in the 1570's (Otnes, 1978,

p:1K). Radical :1,,,gra;:mes such es the one t:o rationa4sc dairiesde
have 'seen phase] cut, if not reversed, rciA, schoyls closed

when education Was centralised t' villages liave been reo;ened. :he

decline in the number GC general grocery shopS, almost 10% between.

1968 and 19'!3, was actually smaller in rural areas than towns (NOU

1'275; 23, 1).20), new, specialised shops have 1b7en e.;tablished

in villages,- between 1970 and 1979 there were at least six in Amli

(like the other viilagcsreferred to, located in one of the rural

communes Studied), 12 in Lyngdal, 11 in StLrslett (the larger of the

two villages in Noxdreisa) and fourteen in the main vill age in

Skierv/5y (orges Handelshalender, 1979, pp.686, 713, 714, 11461 1147) ,

There has also been growth in employment in rural arcrts4n the

secondarpsector during the 1970's. Some of the increase derives

from mining and manufacturing located there, as far as can be soon
. k

from the available statistics (in which there are certain omissions

of coverage)* this has happened in all the rural communes from which

examples are being drawn here (38S;i1a74c, 121).111,112, 118; 1980f,
11

A
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PP0137-144), ':ut the overall increase: in emldnyment.)!n construction:

in thich :cork locations are conritantly shifting; is tc
have benefited ural areas most, for tYN.p.y are the source 'of tWo-

thirds cf its work force' (r'"», 1975b, PP.273. , 2(35 ; 197E1), P.81.;

1978c, 1,0C2).

Thy general impressic:n seelis to be2 _however" that it is vowth in
the public sector which has I-)oe:, most r.,,ticeable in rural arena in

the 1(J7C;t6 Wier. et al., 19792-p.13). Oertainly, in the south

7-rwegian c mr;unec co.-.sidered her:e (the s.Ltuation in ."firth ::c Tway
has yct expa.lsion employment in education,
tc take _nc. example, at least the natix,al,rate beteen 1 7i
an-] ic,I7V7c, in th rcst rural of her more than that (3.]:, 1975,

1:7;85 11 p.43; 1979c, p.61; 1979d, 1.2.t3.C). In

the country as a ;*.-11e the aistributiJ of teaching posts between
.tc:,r, and c_Juntry 1,0;:een re_;ios curistnt frL,. 1(.1)76,, t

1,79 (th,),J.gh all the ;-,a j,.1. cities shower] a very Slight relative

decline), during tifhich time there was a very slight overa.11 growth

1.,31)1, Similarly, a vet,-.slight decent-
,

raliaation of state employees has taken place oe the same period

SS, 19q8e, ).7(3; 13n e, :,.73) . It seems likely, therefore, that

employment opportunities, especially in the fastest growing occup-

ations, have shc,wn a greater increase in rural areas in the 1'd70's

than in'tlrtDC(J's, and ins-Ale sectors erec,Ith has been at the

national rate ,r even higher,

- These, changes in the occupational structure of rural- areas. are

going SO00 way towards lialing,ng about the conditions which for a

long time have been thought necessary if out-migratian were tc bo

reduced. The. most important requirements, it was argued, were jobs,

especially for young people entering employment for the fiAt time,
.

However, there were two schools o Vloughi as to what kinds of jobs
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there should be;

The first maintained tLat geogvaphical mobility could be limit ed
employment opportunities linked to the local economy, the example

4Was fishing and fish processingi and inaeez:cient of ho.usehcaci econ-,

omic. units were (2evelopec..1, so t_ at as many. ycung -,)eople as possible
could fotain an income without leaving thair-hume locality (Brox,
1=371a, pp.'s--44 - 7-4,5; Br, x, 1971b, p.37; . The sec(nd school of .

thought, -associate{ :rith those who il:ought scme increase in the level
nf urbanisation ncce:,:,b.ry, went further and arguorl that it was not
just the number that imIJ-rtant, that a r:-.1-,4ge

ice of an _7 e:p1 .;:r--,_;_1(.1 be available (S-:,tnelrlo nr.37
.4(1-Z-,-7,--r.,7" r.r.13 (1:72-7,, p.22; :1.7 80, 1 1-;6J,

This view woul'_] t be relate'-: t the wic:esl-rea elief that
it vlas the nx.st. taente,'.
ities fLr advancer;en

left, tc the scarcity f
4

areas,

OLomc,T; tc, bc,th these apprc',aches c'ritL.tioi; of jobs, ernr,loy-
ment niches, in demograpb.ic torus, us a -iuesticn of marlbers, of
matching the nu4nber of people to the number cf or jobs of a
c'ortain t\://pe 1:!74, pp.305-;.1113). An ey;ample of this line of
thinking was a series of estimates made. using 3./edish data of h,,)v)
lon'r it would ho noccss--.ry 'to wait; on average, until jobs of diff-
erent types, reTiiring varying amounts of training and education,
became available ill*different localities. It ;gas found, as expected,
that average waiting times were particularly lung, even infinite,
fog' the trust highly skilled occupations .in the most i-val areas
(tlberg, 1974, pp.3887392).

Bbth these approaches ,would appotir to stem from implicitly equat-
ing net migration loss with total cuis-movement, but ,ether__vr nett
this is so,, a more serious objecti-on can be raised tr, them. The1 90
expansion of opRortunitie_c., for employment, and most particularly the



Change in the overall structure does'more than offer new types of
work, different working conditions, or even higher incomes. Ncwi'
employment opportunities such as thus,, which have come into 13.4zg
in rural are.:n in Norway over the past two decades also have diff,-

erent market situatiens(Kreckell 1980, p,526; LochwOOd, 1053, P.11.1),

from those which they replace. The routes which lead to occupational

.positicns (and beyond t4em), and the 'conditions imposed on. those.

seeking entry are nc'longer the same as those\jihichspplied when'
primary occupations predinated. A new set of closed social relat-
ionships (Weber, 4)56, 1).23) is gradually taking over from the old
one,L It is even conceivable that net increase in 'employment op'

can l'iave the apparently
paradox, .ca conse-mence'that more

'local'r6sidents find it necessary to, seek vr.rk elsewhere. .There is
taking place a change in what Shils calls "the allocation of opor-
tunity for access'' (Shils, P,103), and which T shall r_fer. to
as the access structure (see tichclson, 1980, pp.10-11).

'the rural access structure

)The concept of Access structure is related to that of opportunity
structure. The structure of ojecti70 opportunities in a given loc-
ality consists of the opportunities whi h exist in the locality, tog-
ether with those which are available to the inhabitants elsewhere
(Brox, 1972, I112.56-59), i'Ioaever opportunities in a locality are not
identical with opportunities for the inhabitants of that locality
as
-4c.111

the "-demographic" apvoach to increasi4opportunities
seems to,

imply. There is no reasn vthy this shL.uld 15e less true in the coun-
'tryside than in the owns a.ld cities in which rural cut-nicrants
find emO.oyment,

The effect of the chancing occupational structure in rural areas
has been to replace occupational niches, and careers to which accos
was gained cy virtue of qualifications linked to the locality, not=
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nerkene,-.7, t13 e_.-try is regulated b3 ens

ti 21)which are universally obtainabl,...: and ....-niversally valid. T.hut' the
local ol,-)portwii struc t ,.Lre i s also part of the natioial ep-)ort anity
structure, and 'it; oven to anyon. This is mosc clearly

,
.apparent in the case cf professional niches, tb ,,ihich tar_--;,.-ss J q. .

usually joined con;:,etition &Lone applicants possesSin': 'the al: Fr--
o-,--)rialc; ,roc ,-;t1-
1.A.s, are -_zse-' rez,-..16:te access to other nie,-"hes top. There are
further examples. Rising 1,2o3peI.it7 in -rural c.reas has prc\-i(3ed
0::dert2,nitir_c fAr_the 'ne: niches in crvi-_'e irovioicn

retail trade ut expr,rtis_ are reciuired tc exploit
them, not ,:hat rural dwellers do not- osscso
hes rescarces,, thr...;,- are not alone in s, therefcm/rThs,,,

,
new oplorz,;,nities are. c.,,,1ollt.a-nities for o,..tsicicrs no less than for

locals (c.f. T.,ilf;rer., 1r:J.:`..-.1 1,-.:;.74,Pf:): . -1-,,ising pros-;erity 5.,n g'eneral
tr%

has made -L.osf.',i'Lle the cr.--,at-ion ne.-, ndchez. One such which is
friuently associated rural areas, theu;-1-4 by no means confined

thoL ,is the Irodticition of craft goods. -Thile in- certain. inst-
ances niche mi'L:11-:, or.ly e accessible to those pOS3USSinc:; a
traditional skill -}cculiar to a locality, or confined t-. certain
,:,;rou, of peo;21e, ny. skills can Lo r,ractiscd (and c.cquired; almost
ar.y.thcrc. can the --cf,re e. transf,,rred to a rural area, d

have enabled sorry, thou---:-.
)rd y many, beagle to live in rural

areas ,(sce "e
4

1,181J, pp.:)9-100).

Turnover and access

Howcver, the creatioir of new occupational- niches ni:;ht

Jhz,r people fro3 outside Love into an are;, it deco not explain
why the numLer who, move not aLrrin continues to be almost as large.
The explanation ':could seem rather, to lie in certain of the charac-
teristics of tl.enew niches. 2t

v



Until around 195,D a very large proportion of niches in rural areas

`,IQ:Jere of the kind wIlIch, once entered, were occupied for an entire
22)

Working or led to such a niche One indication is that, in

Skjerv/y, for example, in 195 twe third of the occupationally

active ,eopulation was either- elfemployed or worked in some faldly

enterprise; only one third were employees (SSA, 956, fer,90-03).

3y 106C ab,ut two thirds were employees und,eted a, p,6). and

by 1970 the equivalent pro-portion, allowing for charges in the

ciaszificatien, abcut 8C (SS:, 1,242. :his 1-,:eens that

the occupants of these niches can exchange one for,another,. end

still centinu,,, in the sac oacIiptic) or career,

A

The contrast between declining, and growing oce:up&tions is clearly

shown even "-).; the as yet limited data availale at the local level

-(so far ;r11:: for ,T<erv/y and Lyngdal, and classified by industry,

net he number of moves made by thcsfJ workini; in tha

primary sect _r is very compared 7ith employnient in the sector,

the number cf mcves made in the service sector is high in

relation to en;17,yment; the other sccterAiie hetecen these extreees.

Further comparison with the linked census data (which shoes the

number of :_eo-ple in each sector who were resident in each commune in

1960 who were no len,:er resident there in 10'70 and the occupationealy

active in 1970 who were res dent elsewhere in 1:160) makes it clear

that , while the low level f movement by these in the primary

sector mi-_:ht be due to the small number of moVers, the opposite fm,
r#rhardly true of the serclice sector, There the level of movement is

explained by the large number of awes made as compared with the

'number of niches which had changed occupants between 1960 and 1970,

which is to say that some of them had changed occupants several times,

"gain the reelmaining,sectoro take up,ian intermediate position (SSD,
ti

1975b, p.173; 1;)77a, p72; 1977b, we,60-61, 64; undated a, b, c,
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d, e; p.6; Hertzberg, 1969f pp,03,58; (Migration notifications,

Skjerv/yk 1964-1965),

The high level of turnover in the service sector is evidence of

the effects of growing numbersiof occu-AtiCnal niches in '.rural areas
7,s

which form part of a hierarchy of positions in a wider system (Shils,

1975, p.93), or what White calls vacancy chains (1972, p.17). Local

positions are only stages, or stations (see above,p.5), which for

-0some, perhaps many, of their occupants will just be stoppin;_: places

in a'career path,. TiAlopportunity to pursue an entire career (In

the sense of progressing with expei.ience) in one place :nos become

more rare,,

However, career uoves, of this type though t1/ .0y might aciount"Vor

a considerable proportion of turnover in the service sector and the

localityr by no means ex -lain all of it. That is more, the occurrence

of non - career moves in other occ'apational groups- should be a warn-

in,.* not to a43sume too readily that all move's by professionals are

career moves either. The evidence' from Norway agrees with Wylie's

findings that turnover, or flowthrough, consists predoffinantly of

those in the highest and lowest socio-rconomid strata (Wylie; 1966,

p,16). These are the ones which predominate in the service sector,

but are lesdwell represented in other sectors.

L'gration data forSkjerv0y showed that'the largest group of.

ato cupationally active in-migrants, after professionals, consisted

of those in service occupations, and there were almost as many in

,similar occupations in the trade sector}. These moves do not repre-

.
sent stages it careers, except to a very limited extent, but

m6Vbcoften(the exchange

The move is 'horizontal"
23)

hierarchy, However, in

of one niche for a similar one elsewhere'

rather than "vertical" v.ithin career

spite of this3ack of progression, moves
2



sometimes of considerable distances, are made to obItLin such empl-=

oymeptl. or cliance jobs, 'even when this'might seem unnecessary; the

occupations of the in-migrants to ShjervySy just referred to were of

an identical kind to those held by thetrges single L;20Up of

xeturnin,f Sk3erv0y migrants while they were resident outside the

commune(14gration notifications, Shj'erv/y, 1962-1965).
4

In two respects this evidence contravenes eonventitnal wisdom,

The lattern of metes dos .not cc-.f crm to that assured b&he "dear ,-

graphic" at. roach to r0713ion of occupatinal opportunities. What
is more, rover erg madf, even ,.,hen they do not appear to result in

an 1nprD7eent in s.ttas or inc ouch noVc3 am; noonfined
just a few cases C.i. the assumytins of Lrox, 1171a, p.71-15).

There wula, hovover, '-ieem to be parallels here ith the patterns
of frequent movement found anon servants and farm workers in24)
earliLr tines , indeld, in. nany s6rvice occupations the vioth done
is that of ser.rmts, albeit in a different social context. 7here
the ,resen'; situation,mi-jht

erha-,,s differ is in the greater degree

of se:mentati(n there has developed within this. section of the occ-

upational structure (Gordon, 1972, p.134). That is to say, the jobs

within it are less interchangeable than formerly, and different

access criteria are 4p1 , in different segments, one.] adegree of

exclusion'' 19DJ, p.530) is applied between occ-
upations. ,Thus while the namLer if "Dpenings in any SCgillnt is lim-

ited, the necessity tf novc to find one might be increasitn.

Recent patterns of movement,

This interpretation of, patterns of movement in terms of the chan-ri

ging pattern of employment in rural areas as a result of structural

rationalisation, is perfectly compatible with the patterns of move-
ment which hav'e been observed in the 1970's. It will be recalled

2that the highest levels of 'liability, and in particular, the highest
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levels of in- and out-movement in rural areas, though at the sane

tiN relatively- small net gains (see bove p.8) were accounted for

bY migrants between. the ages of 20 and 29 (net gains appearing first
from age 25) . Even in ti?.e 15-1J age group, previously, characterised
by high.net out-migration, net losses are slight compared With gross
movement (some of this change is due to increased participation in

education at these ages). Again it will be recalled that a partic-

ularly /sigh proportion of those n professipnal and technical occup-,
ations is also found in the 5-29 age group, and between age 20 and
24 the proportion is alsorelatively high (see above p.12). .in

other fiords, it is quite conceivable that it is, these same people

who account for the high levels' of beck and f9rth movement in that.4

age group, for the proportienc-T
occupationally active movers ;llo

are in that group is greater than its share of the occupationally
active population as a whole (30% ccmpared with 13.5%; S3I3, 1974a,

pp,?59-271). That highly educated people are found to lave a high
mobility rate in these alge gr6ups makes the interpret, still

/4 :more pleusible.

1)
Te.ble 3, Estimated .nobility b:r age and educational lele] (1114,72).

Age
20-24 2.5-29 50-39 "W-54- 5-74

.2)
Persons with higher education 25 58 19 7 2.5
Total population 16

1) Number of movers as n percentage of the total number in the group.2) Completed high school plus at least 1 years specialised educationor training.

source: SSB, 1977c, p.70,
0

As some of the evidence above has shown, many more people than

professionals are moving in and out of rural areas, therefore total
mobility is not by any means explained by 'he moven of high.status

people in eareer hierarchies. But the appareint inQreaso in moves

of this type, and the oerrespondSeshift in the age structure of
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mlgrants, indicates that relatively, they are becemirig creasingly

important. Given-the net gain which results; this might uggest

that this is due to an increase in the number gYff people in technical

and professional occupations resident in rural areas at any one time.

Tuuver and Pural.zajja

Whaliks still not been explained by the data and arguments w ich.

have beef _presented is why the patterns,of movement which have b en

analysed result in net migration gain. There are, however, certain

indications of what the explanations might be.

Firstly, in the age groups in which there is a net migration

goin more of the migrants are likely to have more dependents (chil-

dren, or more children, and in some cases a spouse not in full-
)

tine em,,,loyment) than in the young adult age groups which have a

net migration loss. This could explain the net in-migration of

children. Thus LI niche which'is occupied by an in-migrant aged

between 25 and 39 will generally increase the population by more

than it will decrease as the result of the departure of a younger

person to occupy a niche elsewhere.

A further factor is that%he replacement, in numerical terms, of

niches in the primary sector may result in in-migration, but this

need nOt be counter-balanced by out-migration of the occupants of

those niches which disappear at tile LIgn they disappear. The vacs

ation of a niche clue to death or retirement, which is how this most

commonly occurs in the primary sector (see above p.11), has no

effect on migration, though it may obviOusly affect population size.

OucAffect as the disappeanance of these niches has had on migr-

ation happened sooner, when the pro4pective heir decided to take

up. some other occupation, if that involved moving elsewhere. It

would seem likely that moves of this type were already beooming

26
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he lodal soeial uaa,

fewer by 1970, as by 1969 over half of a:411 farm holders'were already .

aged 50 or more (SSA, 19721_pp.52-63;. and pee note 19)

thus as it

earance of

I

were'a time lag between out-migration due to

old occupaionatniches and in-mi ration dueg

o There is

the disapp-

to leir
replacement by new ones which does not 'show in the occupational-

statistics, but which might have begun to affect migration figures

in the 1970ts.
a.

There' is also the, possibility that opportunities in rural areas are

increasing, though this has yet to be established, and that the

slackening of demand tIn the labour market means that opportunities

which exisare more likely to be exploited than previously. That

the increase in in-migrants r0.ative%o out- migrants might be expl-

ained by preferences for rural living is, however, Moreydoubtful.

In order for suci preferences to be realised a means must be found

to make a living in ,the Countryside. This would sugest rather

that preferences influence who seeks out rural opportunities, and

only to a lesser extent how many actually move.

Recent movement and tt

a

Even taking all the possible explanations together, the amount of

net in-movement to rural areas they could account for is quite

,modest. However, as I have shown'abov9AP4), this movement is

modest, especially when compare with the volume of movement into

villages in which commuters haCt-EIen up residence. There would

also appear to be a greater
r,

turnover of residents ini;the'latter

. '(?ahl, 19651.p.14; Brunt, 1974, p,25) , ed witb-more rural, tli r0 areas. On4the.other hand, in4'irelation to their numbers, incomers

to rural areas might be more noticeable in the local, society, for

unlike commuters (if not their entire households),
401%

.to remoter rural aroarcs' ginerally:also work there.

form -part of one of the most important
27

sub-systems

people who move

They thertfore

in the local
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society, and are partpularly numerous in a part of it which has

recently increased in size, However. the .relationship between new-
comers and-change in this sub-Gyistem is not a-simple one.

It tends to be assumed that the developtAent of local social systems,
and presumably their maintenance, is dependent on the continuity
of residenc of the majority of the local population (Stacey, 1969,

Ale p.141). This would suggest that a continui turnover of migrants

could potentiallvibe a scurce of insta- bility,. even disruption:

Wylie has argued that there can be an appearance of 'stability even
though. there, is a continual flowthrough of migrants if there is, a

core"population of continuous residents (Wylie, 1963, pp.217, 23)
which maintains the essential frameyork of society. Those who pass
through fit into pre-existing,posifiana in this framework for the
duration of their residence, and when they leave, they are succeeded
by others similar to themselves. Incidental evidence, suggests that
ever, the stability of the core is illusory, that it depends not so
much on a continuity of individuals as of positions, When an older

.1fesident dies, anther takes on that person's position in the local
society (Wylie, 1934, p.343). ,Uso in this respect there is a flow-,

throtgh or turver.

This view of movement through sets of positions is in keeping with
Nadel's conception of the social structure as consisting of a system,
or network, of relationships between rolesithrough which indtviduals
pass, rather than interrela'Aonships within a "concrete population"
(Nadel,"195-7, pp.11-12), White goes a step further to suggest that
the structure is the result of.movement, as he hypothesises "a strue-
'ture of positions emerges as the skeleton deposited by, that is the-
residue in cultural terms from, repetitive enactment of orderly net-

,

works of relations among men" (and, one might add, women)(White11970,

P.329). 28
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It is precisely thisnrepetitive enotC.tment"
which has been broken.

by structural rationalisation. Many of the old positions in the

'local kcio-economic sub-system have dicapieared, while new ones

have come into being. Loofa society has become more differentiated

(qaugestad-Larserf, 1930, p.295), not only in consumption patterns

and life styles, but in he ways in which people earn a ltrving

within the local society itself. Thus in one very important area

the grounds for common-interests have been very considerably red-

uced (c.f. Morin, 1970, 1-).136, on a similar development in Brittany) .

One cannot, however, equate new positions pith incomers and tran-
.

sienl: residents and old, or declining, positions with local people.
If, as I haVe suggested above (p.22), thOse currently in low status
service occupations are the guccessors.of'the

servants and farm
workers of former times, then they might be considered as flop-
throuish which occupies positions in the existing structure which
are bcComing fewer (service employment is declining). On, the other
hand, many new pos in office work, and some in administration,
are filled by local people. Even the positions at the upper statue.
levels in relatively mobile occupations are by no means the exclus-
ive preserve of outsidexs, though they might predominate.- Rather,
it is the pew relationships which have developed di.,to the changes
in the structure of positions whiQh has resulted in increased dj.ff-

erentiation, that -some of these positions are occupied -by incomers
and trans nts might ;rely be a contributory factor. In commuter
villages incomers added new positions to an existing social system.
Elsewhere it has been the growth of new positions which hasi-en.abled
the entry of. newcomers at differed points within the local society.
The part which turnover movement, by migran.ts as veil -as that due

ti
to age succession, 'plays in this process is the cementation of the
new socio-economic structure which has gradually emerged in recent
decades., 29
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Notes

1) This section is based on Nicholson (1981) chapter 2,

2) Defined as living outside a' settlement with 200 or more inhab-
itants,

9

3) The Housing Survey of 1967 showed that 485 of those interviewed
preferred living in rural areas, that is outside villages. However
when the 43,5% of the sample living in those areas is excluded,
the proportion is only 2' (in Oslo 2751), Similarly 2811, preferred
to live in villages with no more than 2 000 inhabitants, though
only 13 of those not already living there (SSE,1938b, p.66). per-
centages of subdivisions of the sample are recalculations from
the published figures.

4) The number of moves per year Which cross a
per 1 000 of population, the figures referred
which have been adjusted to allow for boundary
period under consideration.

5) Calculated from SSB, twQa, p.29; 1979',

,1
6) These statements are based on a comparison of the total moves
in and out o2 each, of nine.categories of communes in 1973 and 1979
given in published statistics (SSA, 1974b, pp.62 -63; 1980a, pp,78-79) . It should, however, be noted ti:3at there is a certain, possibly
cumulative, underregistration of moves, which is.updated in census
years.(see SSE, 1975a, p,29)414 Compariton of movement in these
latter with those immediately proceeding and succeeding for a
number of rural communes suggests that out-movement is undercountedto a greater degree than in-movement, and this would tend to
exaggerate the scale of the reversal of migration trends.

commune boundary
to here are those
changes during the

0,36-37; 1980b,

7) It is also necessary tt remember that over 50,"' of move's from
towns b.re to other townsl-and a still higher proportion of moves
originating in the countryside also terminate there (S85, 1974a,
p.101; 1968a, p.29),

8) The excess also includes registered out-moves by children born
after 1960, and in-movement by people'who died before 1970, How-
ever some of those resident in 1960 would only recently have arri-
ved, and some of those resident in 1970 would eave again.

9) .Rather less for the in-migrants referred to here, see Nicholson,
1971, p4124,

10) This term refers to anyone born outside a given commune,

11) As these figures are f* the resident population, they are un-
likely to be unduly .inflated by the constructionwworkers and others
who might have been temporarily'residerlt during the reconstruction
period after the Second World War"

12) These figures apply to the three communes which make up all
but a small part of the present-commune of Lyngdal. In spite of
the well-known back and for movement between. this part of Norway
and- the United States, lesSwthan of of the population at both
dates was' born in that -country.

.

3 0
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13) Unlike some other countries, migration of people of pension-
able, age (67 and over) is of minor importance, it amounts to less
-than 4% of uovement and only about 5% of the net gain in rural areas,
that is less than any other age group With a net gain.

14) qie greater part of the population or a small place on the opp-
osite side of _the sound, abandoned in the 1930's, moved to the
village of Skjerv/y,

15) It is estimated that there was a net out-mi,:ration of 344
natives from the village of ,.3kjerv,6y between 1946 and 1c'65,- comp-
ared with a net gain of 3'54 people from elsewhere (Yichclsen, 1981.
-appendix II). Some of those latter viould doubtless move out again,
',,robably.to replaced.by other 014sMers. An estimate based on
incomplete tabulations of linked census data indicates a
discrepancy between those wrlo had moved to the villat2e of L:jervi4
from other ccmmunes, and those who had roved out 'oetween 1060 and
1970 (TS:, vinpublished;.,

13) I have followed clo;nventionaiv:Torweian practice b.: includin,-s
miningand auarryinr and building and construction in the secondary,
and not in the primary and tertiary sectors respectively:

17) Accordin,_; to anoth,,r source, which is not strictly ooaIu
the ap:roximate proportions in the primary, secondary aid tertiary
sectors respectively in 179 were- &.610, and
1960c, pp.33-67),.

16; Some of the increase is Tle to the clIssification.of married
. were: wor::ing in famiDy businesses as occupationally active in 197,,but nc So in 1:2)33 (Sb:, p,12) .

19) A survrey 15r. shoWed that 17.,r- one of the 'communes used as an
example here, Amli.in south Norway, on 79% of the farms 7;ith a
holder aged 5,..) or oc,er (167 farms, there were 029 farms in all)there was no successor, or succession was doubtful (RoLbostad,196::,,

.

20) An analog:us situation is that of the exclusion of local
people from a housing mar:,:et demand from outsicre 'pushes up

%prices, and c.f. the.effect of incomers on farm prices (Forsythe,
1980, p.2,:)3).

21; Regulations governing the alloeation of credit and subsidies in
the primary industries, see e.g.. /IOU 1974: 26,

`Nimpose similar criteria on traditional niches.22) It is important to note here thr;t the vast majority of 17orw-egiar farmers own their land, there arc very few tenant farmers.

23) It is necessary to make clear that "horizontal" refers lib sovec'within an entire society, and not merely within a locality, as in
Warrenb use of tfte concept (Warren, 1933, p.240). The imp1ication
that extra-local, termed verticil, linkages inevitably involve the
locality in a subordinate power relationship to the wider society
Would SCQM to derive from an -over-literal interpretation of Shils'
concepts, first published in 1952,. of vertical and horizontal
integration Shils, 1::75, R.93).

24) The evidence here from other societies (see Nicholson, -1960,
P.4.; WYlie,,19661 p0.163-1G4), however a reference to circular,
short-distance movements between rural localities in the early nine--teentheenturyuggests that the comp-
arison made here is a valid one. alr
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